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Technical specifications

Power rangePower range 100-240 V100-240 V

Stored resultsStored results

DimensionsDimensions

ScreenScreen

ConnectivityConnectivity

Sample traceabilitySample traceability

BatteryBattery

Relative humidityRelative humidity

Place of operationPlace of operation

Maximum powerMaximum power

Air temperatureAir temperature

18 W18 W

15-25 ºC15-25 ºC

15-75%15-75%

For indoor use onlyFor indoor use only

Color, capacitive, 4,3” touchscreenColor, capacitive, 4,3” touchscreen

WiFi, Ethernet and LAN, Port USB for WiFi, Ethernet and LAN, Port USB for 
printer or result exportprinter or result export

Datamatrix, QR and barcodeDatamatrix, QR and barcode

YESYES

Up to 200 results with imagesUp to 200 results with images

201.5 x 113.7 x 123.5 mm 201.5 x 113.7 x 123.5 mm 
(7.93x4.47x4.86 in)(7.93x4.47x4.86 in)

Frequency rangeFrequency range 50-60 Hz50-60 Hz

“When optics matters”

@iul-instruments

www.iul-instruments.com

Fluorescence wavelengths Fluorescence wavelengths 
excitation/emission (nm)excitation/emission (nm) 365 / 615 nm365 / 615 nm

Let us make this process easy

Welcome kit + training
Send us your sample cassette/strip and we will Send us your sample cassette/strip and we will 
send the reader customized for your test, ready send the reader customized for your test, ready 
to use! You will be accompanied throughout the to use! You will be accompanied throughout the 
process.process.

Quality supply agreements

Did you like it?Did you like it?
We can proceed with the paper work.We can proceed with the paper work.

Production
Let’s start with the production.Let’s start with the production.

@iul_instruments

@iulinst

IUL-Instruments
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Full OEM

IUL offers iPeak® technology for full OEM 
customization in different fields of application. 
With its ultimate 3D printing prototyping and 
manufacturing technology, iPeak®’s can be 
customized in a fast, flexible,and affordable 
way with minimal time-to-market and good 
value for money application.
 
Behind each project, there is a multidisciplinary 
team who listens to your needs and translates 
them into the most feasible and affordable 
iPeak®. IUL’s experience in regulatory and 
international markets shorten product’s launch 
time.

Track the sample, 
track the results
Its barcode reader allows quick 
identification of the sample.

Connect & integrate!

Transmit data to portable devices such as mobile 
phones or tablets, cloud, LIS, LIMS, HIS, EMR. 
Connect the reader to local networks, or the 
Internet, iPeak® meets the  requirements of 
different environments use, guaranteeing the 
security of your data. 

Utmost sensitivity

Detect and quantify your target 
molecules even if they are in low 
concentrations thanks to the iPeak 
Technology.

New reader for fluorescence-labeled 
lateral flow tests

iPeak® expands its family with a new reader iPeak® expands its family with a new reader 
for fluorescence-labeled lateral flow tests. for fluorescence-labeled lateral flow tests. 

Thanks to our in-house image processing Thanks to our in-house image processing 
algorithm & technology, algorithm & technology, iPeak® Europium iPeak® Europium 
optimizes the illumination and exposition to optimizes the illumination and exposition to 
increase the dynamic range and read low, increase the dynamic range and read low, 
medium and high positives tests.medium and high positives tests.

Encrypted data transference

Standard double verification System

Audit Trail & automatic iPeak® lock

User authentication for system access

IUL Partner servers

Hospital
readers data

data

key validation
& authorization

Hospital
Computers

*for OEM projects

Cloud

IUL Partner servers
*for OEM projects

We provide our iPeak® Partners a secure ecosystem 
equipped with medical data connectivity and HL7 to 

export iPeak® data to LIMS;  LIS, HIS, EMR 
or any middleware.

2.5 times more sensitive*2.5 times more sensitive*


